Excitation of Whispering Gallery Magnons in a Magnetic Vortex
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We present the generation of whispering gallery magnons with unprecedented high wave vectors via nonlinear 3-magnon scattering in a μm-sized magnetic Ni₈₁Fe₁₉ disc which is in the vortex state. These modes exhibit a strong localization at the perimeter of the disc and practically zero amplitude in an extended area around the vortex core. They originate from the splitting of the fundamental radial magnon modes, which can be resonantly excited in a vortex texture by an out-of-plane microwave field. We shed light on the basics of this nonlinear scattering mechanism from an experimental and theoretical point of view. Using Brillouin light scattering microscopy, we investigated the frequency and power dependence of the 3-magnon splitting. The spatially resolved mode profiles give evidence for the localization at the boundaries of the disc and allow for a direct determination of the modes wave number.
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One of the most fascinating topics in current quantum physics are hybridized systems, in which different quantum resonators are strongly coupled. Prominent examples are circular cavities that allow the coupling of optical whispering gallery modes [1–5] to microwave cavities [6] or magnetic resonances [7–10]. Whispering gallery modes play a special role in this endeavor because of their high quality factor and strong localization, which ultimately increases the overlap of the wave functions of quantum particles in hybridized systems. In optomagnonics the hybridization with magnons, the collective quantum excitations of the electron spins in a magnetically ordered material, is of particular interest because magnons can take over two functionalities: due to their collective nature they are robust and can serve as a quantum memory [11] and, moreover, they can act as a wavelength converter between microwave and terahertz photons [9]. However, the observation of whispering gallery magnons has not yet been achieved due to the lack of efficient excitation schemes for magnons with large wave vectors in a circular geometry. To tackle this problem, we studied nonlinear 3-magnon scattering [12–15] as a means to generate whispering gallery magnons. This Letter discusses the basics of this nonlinear mechanism in a confined, circular geometry from an experimental and theoretical point of view.

Whispering gallery magnons are eigenmodes in systems with rotational symmetry. This not only applies to the geometry of the magnetic element but also to the magnetization texture therein. For that reason, we study a Ni₈₁Fe₁₉ disc that inherently exhibits a magnetic vortex structure [16–20]. The red arrows in Fig. 1(a) schematically depict the generic features of such a vortex in a 50-nm thick Ni₈₁Fe₁₉ disc with 5.1 μm diameter: the magnetic moments curl in plane along circular lines around the vortex core, a nanoscopic region in the center of the disc where the magnetization tilts out of plane. According to this rotational symmetry, the magnon eigenmodes in a vortex are characterized by mode numbers \((n, m)\), with \(n = 0, 1, 2, \ldots\) counting the number of nodes across the disc radius and \(m = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots\) counting the number of nodes in an azimuthal direction over half the disc [21,22].

Other than commonly known waves, like sound, water, or electromagnetic waves, magnons exhibit a strongly anisotropic dispersion relation in in-plane magnetized thin films [23]. In a vortex, this results in increasing (decreasing) mode energies for increasing \(n\) (\(m\)) as shown by our analytic calculations in Fig. 1(b). An introduction to these calculations is given in the Supplemental Material [24], which includes Refs. [20,22,25–29]. The four exemplary intensity profiles for the eigenmodes \((0, 0), (0, 10), (0, 20),\) and \((0, 30)\), that are shown in Fig. 1(c), reveal the character of whispering gallery magnons: the larger \(m\), the more the magnon intensity is pushed toward the perimeter of the disc. This can be understood intuitively by the reduction of...
The rotational symmetry of the vortex texture implies specific selection rules for the scattering process which reduces the total energy.

Even though magnon spectra in magnetic vortices have been intensively studied in the past [20,21,30,31], magnons with large azimuthal wave vectors have not yet been measured experimentally and were only observed in micromagnetic simulations [32]. The challenge to generate such magnons and, thereby, to reach out to whispering gallery magnons is finding an efficient excitation mechanism. Here, we tackle this problem via nonlinear 3-magnon scattering. In this process, one magnon splits in two magnons under conservation of energy and momentum. The rotational symmetry of the vortex texture implies specific selection rules for the scattering process which we will describe in context with the experimental data.

In order to selectively excite magnetization dynamics, we apply microwave currents to an Ω-shaped gold antenna that encloses the vortex [Fig. 1(a)]. Inside the Ω loop, a spatially uniform magnetic field is generated that is oriented perpendicularly to the disc as shown in Fig. 1(d). The rotational symmetry of this magnetic field prohibits direct coupling to magnons with \( m \neq 0 \). However, because of the small diameter of the antenna, strong magnetic fields can be generated so that these magnons can be indirectly excited in the nonlinear regime via multimagnon scattering processes.

We track these nonlinear processes by measuring magnon spectra as a function of the applied microwave frequency using Brillouin light scattering (BLS) microscopy [33]. We would like to emphasize that even though the system is driven with one particular microwave frequency, the BLS technique allows us to detect the dynamic magnetic response in a broad frequency range. In Figs. 2(a)–2(c) we plot the BLS spectra measured between 2 and 11 GHz (y axis) for each excitation frequency (x axis) at microwave powers of 1, 10, and 200 mW. The magnon intensity is encoded using the same logarithmic scale shown as an inset in Fig. 2(a).
At the lowest microwave power of 1 mW [Fig. 2(a)], magnons are excited in the linear regime, which is corroborated by the fact that magnons are only observed at the BLS frequency that matches the applied microwave frequency \( f_{\text{BLS}} = f_0 \). Hence, the measured intensities strictly follow the diagonal, dashed line. Four distinct resonances emerge at 5.55, 7.40, 8.75, and 9.65 GHz, which we identify as the well-known first four radial modes [21,34] by spatially resolved BLS microscopy [insets in Fig. 2(a)].

At a power of 10 mW [Fig. 2(b)], the excitation field is strong enough to generate magnons in the nonlinear regime. Hence, we observe strong off-diagonal signals that appear at BLS frequencies symmetrically spaced around half the excitation frequency \( f_0/2 \) (straight line with slope 0.5). These satellite peaks are the result of 3-magnon splitting processes. In order to conserve energy the initial magnon with frequency \( f_0 \) splits in two magnons with frequencies \( f_1 = f_0/2 - \delta f \) and \( f_2 = f_0/2 + \delta f \). Moreover, the rotational symmetry of the vortex requires conservation of the momentum component in azimuthal direction. For an initial magnon with \( m = 0 \) this implies that the split modes have azimuthal mode numbers with the same modulus but opposite sign: \( m_1 = -m_2 \). Our analytic calculations further show that the split modes must not share the same radial index, i.e., \( n_1 \neq n_2 \) (see Supplemental Material [24]). All three selection rules drastically restrict the possible scattering channels within the discrete eigen-mode spectrum of the vortex [see Fig. 1(b)].

Besides the magnons with frequencies \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \), we observe integer multiples thereof. We attribute these signals to higher harmonics giving evidence to large amplitude resonances with a high \( q \) factor.

At the maximum applied microwave power of 200 mW, the number of off-diagonal signals increases further [Fig. 2(c)]. Especially, for excitation frequencies between 6 and 7 GHz, we do not just measure two satellite peaks with frequencies \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) but a total number of ten additional modes. Their presence is attributed to avalanche processes of higher order multimagnon scattering. Their frequencies are given by combinations of the three initial magnons, e.g., \( 2f_1, 2f_2, f_0 + f_1 \). Furthermore, the significant line broadening of the directly excited mode and of the split modes in the frequency range between 5.3 and 5.9 GHz can be attributed to 4-magnon scattering [35]. However, this Letter solely focusses on the study of the initial 3-magnon scattering processes which dominate in intensity due to the lower threshold compared to 4-magnon scattering.

To better illustrate the power dependence of the observed modes, we plot the BLS intensity integrated over different frequency windows as a function of the excitation frequency in Fig. 2(d). The black data resemble the BLS intensity of the direct excitation. With increasing power the initially sharp resonances become broader and show the characteristic nonlinear foldover to higher frequencies [36,37]. The red and blue data in Fig. 2(d) show the intensities of the split modes below (red data) and above \( f_0/2 \) (blue data), which overall broaden in range and shift to higher frequencies with increasing power.

To further elucidate the threshold character of the 3-magnon splitting, we plot a more detailed power dependence of the magnon intensities in Fig. 3(a) for \( f_0 = 6.1 \) GHz. While the mode at 6.1 GHz can be observed over a large power range, it is evident that the split modes \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) only appear above a certain threshold power. Furthermore, we observe a pronounced frequency shift of these two split modes with increasing microwave power. For a quantitative comparison, we integrate the BLS intensity in narrow frequency windows around the directly and indirectly excited modes, respectively, and plot them in Fig. 3(b). The double logarithmic scale reveals the linear growth of the direct excitation at 6.1 GHz starting at 0.1 mW. However, the intensities of the satellite peaks around \( f_1 = 2.65 \) and \( f_2 = 3.48 \) GHz abruptly increase above 10 mW which demonstrates the threshold character of the splitting process.

In order to reveal the spatial structure of the modes that are generated via 3-magnon scattering, we simultaneously mapped the profiles of the directly excited mode and the split modes [Figs. 4(c)–4(g)]. Additionally, we compare the experimental results for the mode with highest intensity at 6.1 GHz with micromagnetic simulations [38] in Fig. 4(b) (for details please see Supplemental Material [24]). The first thing to realize is that all of the split modes show a clear azimuthal character and confirm the analytical calculations and the selection rules imposed by the rotational symmetry: pure radial modes with \( (n, 0) \) split in modes with \( m_1 = -m_2 \) and \( n_1 \neq n_2 \). As far as possible, we label the modes according to their radial and azimuthal mode numbers \( (n, m) \). We resolve azimuthal mode numbers up
to 14, to our knowledge the first time to observe vortex modes with such high $m$.
For higher $n$, an unambiguous identification of the modes was not possible due to limited spatial resolution. However, the radial mode number can still be retrieved by comparing the measured frequencies to the analytic calculations in Fig. 1(b). We counted the azimuthal mode numbers and plotted the measured frequencies as black dots in the calculated spectrum. From this comparison we then determined the radial mode numbers (red labels in Fig. 4).

In Fig. 4(b), the micromagnetic simulation for excitation at 6.1 GHz reveals the splitting into magnons with the same mode numbers as in the experiment, however, with slightly different frequencies of the split modes. This frequency shift may be attributed to variations in the strength and symmetry of the exciting magnetic field or the material parameters. For further details please see Supplemental Material [24].

Note that we only measure stationary mode profiles which implies that, essentially, all split modes are a superposition of modes counterpropagating in the azimuthal direction. Therefore, we conclude that the two splitting processes $(n_0, 0) \rightarrow (n_1, m) + (n_2, -m)$ and $(n_0, 0) \rightarrow (n_1, -m) + (n_2, m)$ occur with equal probability.

It is remarkable, that the higher $m$ for a given $n$, the stronger the mode is localized at the outer circumference of the disc, resembling intensity distributions of optical whispering gallery modes [39]. The most beautiful example in our dataset is the intensity distribution of the split mode $(0,12)$ at the excitation frequency 6.1 GHz shown in Fig. 3(c). It exhibits a distinct area with zero intensity in its center, similar to higher order optical whispering gallery modes.

In summary, we shed light on the nonlinear conversion of magnons in a confined system with rotational symmetry by analyzing their spectral and spatial characteristics. We showed how this mechanism can be utilized to generate magnons with unprecedented high azimuthal wave vectors and localization at the discs’ perimeter, which resembles the character of whispering gallery modes. The underlying 3-magnon scattering processes are highly tunable regarding the frequency and spatial distribution of the split modes. We believe that this advanced control of the generation of whispering gallery magnons is a missing link towards the realization of an efficient hybridization of magnons and other quantum particles as found in circular optical cavities and mechanical quantum resonators.
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